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NALP Position: 
The National Association of Landscape Professionals believes that the H-2B guest worker program is a 
fundamental source for obtaining labor for the landscape professional industry. It is the most reliable source of 
documented, seasonal, visa-holding non-immigrant workers who fit our labor needs. We strongly support the 
extension of the H2B guest worker program and would vigorously oppose legislative actions to limit or 
eliminate it. 
 
Action Sought: 
We urge Congress to renew the provision of the law that exempts from the cap H-2B workers who participate in 
the program during one of the previous three fiscal years, obey the law, and comply with all visa terms.  
Congress also provided limited relief from onerous H-2B regulations.  Without this relief, many companies may 
be forced to close their businesses, lay off American workers, or turn away customers. 
 
Explanation and Justification: 
The H-2B program provides an opportunity for landscape and other seasonal businesses to operate at a greater 
capacity, retain their full-time workers, and contribute to their local economies.  Seasonal positions are 
extremely hard to fill with local laborers, and H-2B workers help support many upstream and downstream jobs. 
Every H-2B worker is estimated to create and sustain 4.64 American jobs. 
 
Unfortunately, the program’s annual 66,000 cap (33,000 for each half of the fiscal year) is not adequate to meet 
the demands of a growing economy. In 2015, many landscape companies suffered significant financial losses 
because the cap prevented them from using the H-2B program. These companies were spared that same fate in 
2016 because Congress renewed the expired H-2B returning worker exemption.   
 
However, this year seasonal employer’s businesses are once again in jeopardy because Congress failed to 
extend the returning worker exemption for the 2017 fiscal year. The cap for the first half of fiscal year 2017 was 
reached on January 10, and the second half cap was reached in early March. Unfortunately, this means many 
seasonal employers are now shut out of the program with no access to legal seasonal laborers putting them in 
financial jeopardy that could lead to layoffs, decreased permanent staff sizes, and business closures. 
 
The H-2B program is extremely costly and complicated for landscape professionals to use, yet employers turn 
to the program because it is the only way they can hire legal dependable seasonal workforce.  The program 
requires employers to undertake extensive recruitment of American workers, gain approval from four 
government agencies, and pay a premium wage. The program is expensive, overly complex, and burdensome, 
but landscape professionals continue to use it because they have chosen to comply with the law rather than 
taking the easy road and hiring undocumented workers.  
 
We urge Congress to renew the returning worker exemption to allow small and seasonal businesses to continue 
to operate this year.  We also request that Congress pass permanent H-2B reform along the lines of the “Save 
our Small and Seasonal Businesses Act” and the “Strengthen Employment and Seasonal Opportunities Now 
(SEASON) Act.”. 


